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WEB PORTAL SETUP
To get started email support@preventbiometrics.com the email 
address that you wish to create an account with. Prevent staff will 
confirm that your email has been assigned in the system

LOGGING IN
Once Prevent staff have notified you that your email has been 
assigned in the portal, proceed to 
www.portal.preventbiometrics.com to create your Prevent account

Fill Out Account Details
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ROSTERING ATHLETES

Select the “Edit Roster” tab and select 
the “Add Athletes” icon to begin 
adding athletes to your roster. The 
athletes added in the portal will 
automatically populate in the iOS 
Prevent team app
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TEAM APP SETUP
Using an iOS device, go to the App Store 
and search “Prevent Biometrics”. Proceed 
to download the Prevent app

Upon opening the Team App, you will be presented with 
the following home page. “Sign In” to your account 
using the same email address and password used 
in the portal setup process
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ASSIGNING IMMS
Select the team you would like to view from the 
drop-down menu at the top of the app.
Each monitor has a unique device serial number. 
Prior to use, each monitor must be assigned to a 
player

Select the “+ Assign Monitor” icon next to the 
athlete you wish to assign a monitor to. Scan 
the serial number barcode to finalize the 
monitor assignment
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CHARGING MONITORS
Place the IMM in the charging case and 
securely close the lid. Ensure the IMM is 
pushed all the way down in the charging 
case, and the back left section of the 
IMM is touching wall of the solo case. 
Ensure each solo case is labeled with a 
key identifier to each athlete

Plug the charging case into any slot 
in the team case. Refrain from 
jamming the case into the slot with 
force. Ensure the team case is 
plugged into a power source

Use the iOS app to confirm that all 
monitors have fully charged and are 
connecting to the iOS app prior to 
being deployed into the field
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DAILY USAGE
Ensure all monitors have charged for at 
least 70 minutes. Ensure proper alignment 
in solo case using the solo case light 
indicators

Open the Prevent iOS app while within 
range of the charging monitors for 1 
minute prior to use

Athletes remove their monitor from 
solo case and wear during session
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(Optional) Open iOS app during session: IMM’s 
within range (300 feet) of the iOS app will sync 
impact data in real-time

Following each session, ensure all devices are 
returned to their charging position

Following the session, open the 
Prevent iOS app while within range of 
the charging monitors for 10 minutes 
to sync any remaining data



POST SESSION ANALYSIS
Analyze session data 
through a wide-range 
of reporting features in 
the Prevent portal and 
iOS application. 

Automated reports are 
sent to your email 
inbox at 6 AM every 
morning following a 
data collection session
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